Superblock guidelines adopted in Plenum attended by 250

by JOHANNA T. BALKDÖGE

BERKELEY, Calif. — An estimated 300 angry Berkeley residents — angry over alleged superior rents and poor housing conditions — yesterday packed one of the University's lecture auditoriums to object to the delay in approval of the University's plans for a superblock on the southwest corner of the University.

The new student court is being piloted by a committee of 10 student judiciary members, chief among them the chief justice of the University's highest court. The committee is chaired by Dr. Robert Clarke, director of the University's Office of Student Judicial Affairs.

Last night, Professor Goddard announced that the committee will meet next week to discuss further proposals to the University. The committee was also responsible for the decision to drop controversial proposals prepared by the committee.

The new court will be a lower court in student judicial system and will have jurisdiction over all cases decided by the higher court. The court will also have jurisdiction over cases decided by the higher court.
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BEER DRINKING REACHING NEW HIGH IN UNITED STATES

Beer drinking is on the rise in the United States, according to a study pub-
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**Men's dormitory judiciary**

**Russell**

(Continued from page 1)

Men said that a dorm judiciary is needed to "deal with large volume of minor cases." They said that dorm judiciary would be more fair than the junior and senior court systems, and that dorm judiciary "who have been out of the dorm for over three years" would be more objective in making decisions. The court would have the right to impose any penalty short of suspension.

The court will be run similar to European courts, in which all individual judges working as a whole might be two or three judges of the court. The court will be elected by the chief justice of the junior court. The court will have the right to impose any penalty short of suspension.

The court will be run similar to European courts, in which all individual judges working as a whole might be one or two judges of the court. The court will be elected by the chief justice of the junior court. The court will have the right to impose any penalty short of suspension.

**Free School**
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**GIRLS FOR SALE**

FACT: It is easier and more fun for a Penn girl to sell CDP ads to a male businessman than it is for a boy. And 10% commission should cover yogurt money and then some.

Call me, Jeff, at 884-6511 or drop by.

Members Of AEA Interested In Joining The Junior Board

Are Invited To Attend An Introductory Meeting

Tuesday, Feb. 3

**WANTED**

College And CW Students For:

- Will Committee On The Goals Of Higher Education

Several students will be named to this college committee which may be formed to look into higher education policy.

Committee On Independent Majors

Two students with independent majors to sit on the committee that Supervises them.

Interviews

Tuesday, Feb. 3

7:90 p.m.

**Records Unlimited**

University Plaza

213 S. 36th St.

**SALE**

ALL RCA REA CD

STEREO CLASSICS

$3.39 per disk

**UED BOOKS**

Backed By Every University of Pennsylvania

10-12 Until end of year

Classifieds

**Aptheker lecture**

(Continued from page 1)

Dr. Erik-funds originally earmarked for West University classes. Financial backing for further classification.

The staff for the school consists of eight teachers from West Philadelphia High School, three from the community, and a dozen University students drawn from the graduate schools at Temple, Temple and Drexel.

The main function of the staff is to apply classroom skills to the problems of the community. The program is designed to train students for the community.

The source revealed that the Philadelphia Institute has provided funds at its nor-

Of Goals

Ongoing

JOAN RIEDES

Billions, unsuccessful Democratic contender for governor of Pennsylvania and one of the leaders of the peace movement, was killed yesterday in a car crash in New York. His death will be a great loss to the peace movement.
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Letters to the editor

Speed Reading

Sir,- Last fall Ralph Preston, director of your Reading clinic authored a letter to the Times that spoke about speed reading and its possible effects in college teaching. This letter reprinted itself because of its speculation on the dangers of widespread ignorance and the necessity to improve teaching methods. In a letter to the New York Times, Ramsay wrote that Ralph Preston had discovered that people who read slowly were in danger of falling behind in their studies. His research on this subject has been supplemented by another study conducted by the Duke University Medical School.

Speed reading is the process of reading a text as quickly as possible while still understanding and retaining the information. It is different from skim reading, which involves reading quickly, but without understanding or retaining the information.

There are two main techniques used to improve reading speed:

1. Physical: This involves improving the speed of the eye movements and controlling the way the eyes are directed towards the text. Techniques include:
   a. Eyeline: keeping the eyes on the line of text.
   b. Smooth pursuit: moving the eyes smoothly over the text.
   c. Eye direction: controlling the direction of the eyes.

2. Psychological: This involves increasing the understanding and retention of the text.
   a. Previewing: reading the title, headings, and subheadings to gain an overview of the text.
   b. Skimming: reading the text quickly to get a general idea of the content.
   c. Summarizing: reading the text to identify the main ideas and supporting details.

There are several speed reading courses available, such as the Evelyn Wood course, which was developed by Evelyn Wood in the 1940s. The course teaches students how to read faster and more efficiently by focusing on eye movements and mental strategies. The course includes a diagnostic test to determine the student's reading level and provides personalized instruction.

The results of the study showed that students who took the course were able to read faster than those who did not. However, the study also found that the improvement in reading speed was not always accompanied by an increase in understanding and retention of the text.

There are several controversies surrounding the issue of speed reading. Some claim that it is not possible to read faster and still understand the text. Others argue that it is possible to read faster and still retain the information.

In conclusion, speed reading is a controversial topic. While some studies have shown that it is possible to improve reading speed, the effectiveness of speed reading courses may vary. It is important to consider the individual needs and goals of each student when deciding whether to participate in a speed reading course.

John R. Taylor


come to order. Chances are they were already there, but
"COULD QUIT?

Dear Sir:

Upon reading the biased "Coed Clique" and "Coed Clique II" articles in The Penn, I have come to the conclusion that the Penn community should have a more balanced view of the Coed Clique. The two articles do not provide a complete picture of the Coed Clique and its activities.

First, stepping on the campus blonde on the Penn campus is always a challenge, but when you multiply that by 10, you have a more obvious fact which was not considered in the articles.

From my observations, the Coed Clique is a group of girls who are pursuing similar interests, such as fashion, beauty, and social events. They are just like any other group of friends who gather to enjoy each other's company.

I have personally seen members of the Coed Clique participating in various social events and activities, and they always seem to be having a good time. They are not exclusive to any particular group or society, and they are open to anyone who is interested in joining.

The Coed Clique is not a group that discriminates against anyone based on their gender or background. They are inclusive and welcoming to all, and their actions are reflective of that.

I urge everyone to take a more open-minded approach towards the Coed Clique and other groups at Penn. It is important to recognize that these groups exist for the purpose of bringing people with similar interests together, and they should not be viewed negatively or judged based on preconceived notions.

A more balanced perspective is needed in order to truly understand and appreciate the Coed Clique and similar groups at the University.

Sincerely,

[Signature]


depressed symbol

The Library buildings and the campus symphony such an intimidating combination. I am unable to think of any college that can equal Penn as an oasis of serenity and intellectual exchange. It is a place where one can read without fear of being disturbed, where one can speak without fear of being judged.

The Coed Clique, on the other hand, is a group that seeks to exclude anyone who is not part of their inner circle. They are not interested in the intellectual exchange that occurs on campus, and they are more concerned with their own self-interests.

In conclusion, I urge everyone to take a more open-minded approach towards the Coed Clique and other groups at Penn. It is important to recognize that these groups exist for the purpose of bringing people with similar interests together, and they should not be viewed negatively or judged based on preconceived notions.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
No loyalty conflict, Israeli Arab asserts

By JIM GORMAN
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NEW YORK—The last time Penn's basketball team played Princeton, the Quakers were 14-7. The 1969-70 version has won 18 in a row, including a 15-12 win over the season's No. 1 team, Princeton, Thursday, February 3, 1971.

They thought it was over. It wasn't even close. After finishing second in the 35-yard dash, Mike Kazor took the 60 with the winning time of 6.96 (0.01 in the 100 and 110 hurdles, 1:00.4 in the 220). Kazor's 2:03.5 in the 200-yd. backstroke. The Quakers took six in the other events and both relays. Atkinson, who a year ago was taking the 200-yd freestyle in 1:49.2, exposed is dubious. As Salfi pointed out, "There was trouble 'bout something and then a lawsuit to settle it, which he would." Whatever Detchon's intent may have been, it's his right to do as he pleases. The feud was just "Well, I should reckon! It started in 1879 over a dispute which has never again touched the ball, and Dave Wohl's two charity tosses to lead all players with 14. Bilsky and Morse, who had 13 and 12 points respectively, were the Quaker scorer at intermission. Bilsky and Morse, who had 13 and 12 points respectively, were the Quaker scorer at intermission.
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